
TVRO System Licence Conditions 
 
1. The Licensee shall pay the Info-communications Media Development Authority (“the 

Authority”) a non-refundable licence fee of Singapore Dollars One Thousand (S$1,000). 
 

2. The Licensee shall only install and operate the TVRO System on the Premises. 
 

3. The Licensee shall, in the installation and operation of the TVRO System, comply with the 
laws of Singapore. 

 
4. The Licensee shall obtain the Authority’s written approval prior to receiving, displaying and 

viewing channel(s) / programme(s) or making changes to channel(s) / programme(s) 
received, displayed and viewed from the Satellite Broadcasting Service. 

 
5. The Licensee shall ensure the TVRO System is not used to receive any programme, which 

in the opinion of the Authority offends against good taste and decency or is likely to 
encourage or incite to crime or to lead to disorder, racial or religious disharmony or to be 
offensive to public feeling or is against national security or interest, public interest or order 
or national harmony or interferes in domestic politics. 

 
6. The Licensee shall be solely responsible and liable for all consequences however arising 

from its installation and operation of the TVRO System. 
 
7. The Licensee shall in the installation and operation of the TVRO System, observe the 

provisions of the International Telecommunication Convention and any bilateral or 
multilateral telecommunication agreements in force and the regulations pertaining to the 
operation of TVRO systems that are made under to the said Convention and agreements. 

 
8. The Licensee shall in installing and operating the TVRO System, ensure that no person 

(other than the Licensee, another TVRO licensee or their employees) can receive any 
broadcasting service received by the TVRO System. 

 
9. The Licensee shall indemnify the Authority for any loss, damage or expense arising from 

unauthorised reception by the Licensee of satellite transmissions. 
 
10. Nothing in this Licence shall be construed as granting any exemption to the Licensee from 

obtaining such permits, licences or other authorisation as may be required under any other 
written law for the lawful installation and operation of the TVRO System. 

 
11. The Licensee shall not operate the TVRO System for the purpose of telecommunications 

or the transmission of any broadcasting service. 
 
12. The Licensee shall not operate the TVRO System in any manner which causes or is likely 

to cause interference or disturbance to the efficient or convenient operation or 
maintenance of any telephone, telegraph, power line, or any other broadcasting apparatus 
licensed by the Authority. 

 
13. The Licensee shall not intercept any signal, sign, writing, image, sound or intelligence of 

any nature transmitted which is not intended for reception by the general public. 
 
14. The Licensee shall, within 14 days of the installation of the TVRO System, furnish the 

following to the Authority : -  

 diagram(s) showing the location of the TVRO System and the cable distribution 
system connecting the TVRO System to every TV receiver, 

 particulars of the type and model of the apparatus constituting the TVRO System, 



 location of every TV receiver connected to the TVRO System, 
and 

 Number TV Output Points (Annex B) 
 

15. The Licensee shall not in any way modify or alter the TVRO System or change the location 
of the TVRO System without the prior written approval of the Authority. 
 

16. The Licensee shall inform the Authority in writing of any changes to the number or location 
of TV receivers, whether or not in the Licensee's possession, which are connected to the 
TVRO System. 
 

17. The Licensee shall permit the Authority and its agents or employees or any other person 
authorised by the Authority at all times to enter, inspect and view the Premises and the 
TVRO System. 
 

18. The Licensee shall provide such information concerning its operation of the TVRO System 
as the Authority may from time to time require, including the daily hours of operation of the 
TVRO System. 
 

19. The Licensee shall immediately cease to operate the TVRO System if so directed by the 
Authority. 
 

20. The Licensee shall not sell, offer for sale or otherwise dispose of the TVRO System or any 
part thereof without the prior written approval of the Authority. 
 

21. The Licensee shall not transfer, assign or otherwise dispose of the benefit of the Licence. 

 


